


Arizona is at a crossroads of economic survival, we cannot afford 
another four years of pay to play politics. 
Mealer means Confidence.

Our economy equates to the survival of our State and Republic. 
It provides for the infrastructure that not only keeps our water flowing, 
but the electricity and gas feeding our needs. 

People say the government cannot lead  private industry and 
they are right. However, government must protect smaller business 
from the corrupt ways of politicians and “globally diversified, 
conglomerate businesses” who sway their votes. When elected, I will 
end their game of dirty pool. 

This process is one where only an elected official with the 
ability to charge others with high crimes and who has the ability to 
pardon can do. He must have 100% “CLEAN HANDS” in the political 
realm, without any violations of oath of office or bribery.

Arizona's 2014 Gubernatorial ballot has expanded this election 
cycle with my run under the Americans Elect of Arizona-Independent 
label which I term as “Confidence.”  We will still have the usual 'Two-
Evils'  plus one 'visceral party' and one 'single minded party'. Five 
selections in what amounts to two choices, “us or them.”

Viable plans and Growth Versus Party-line Disease and Decline

The next decade can be the era of Arizona and 2014 is our opportunity for the Great Reversal. We no 
longer need to be last in line, our Great State will soon lead this nation and the commitment to do so begins with 
your vote. With a leader rather than a puppet, we have solid potential to boost the nation, rather than play the role 
of America's apology pit. 

Arizona must no longer carry the burden of Special Interest groups and their party-line politicians. This 
group of elected officials who repeatedly allot extraordinary privilege to others while blocking even more people 
from their chance to compete, -let alone to win- have created a vacuum of prosperity against our Republic and 
their dismissal is long overdue. 

My confidence is strong because I have the only long time researched, detailed, viable series of plans to 
reverse the free-fall caused by Arizona's political groups, something only I can accomplish (I explain why in this 
booklet). I truly expect all four parties to move over and endorse me. They can't fix this catastrophe, so they need 
to become true Americans and proud Arizonans and allow me to complete my mission. I have no other goals. 

Our Great State's economy is not rated 48th and 49th  because of bad weather, nor the federal 
government's failure, nor rampant illegal immigration. Our State government has been infested with pay-to-play 
politicians and what can better be termed as career criminals. Greed has sold sections of Arizona calling it a 
trade expansion with a drug and human trafficking highway called the I-11 corridor. This is not a fix.

Arizona needs a moral make-over. We must not allow the perpetuation of this economic moral turpitude 
no matter how 'sweet' the career politician and global business talking points may seem. There are no exceptions 
when a crime is committed by and between lobbyist and candidate or any elected or appointed official. 

My life is based on integrity, perseverance, hard work and painful losses, but I am gifted with confidence 
and faith in a Creator who lifts me back on my feet every-single-time. My economic plans cannot be beat.
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I respectfully ask those Arizonans who read this booklet and who back true solutions and the freedom 
that Americans hold dear, will register or re-register to vote as either an Independent or as an Americans Elect / 
Independent voter to push me through the primary election and onto the general. Once I make it to the General 
Election, you can always re-register if you desire to, but by then we will know how well I fare against the 
“Parties” and the control they wield over their owned politician-candidates, then elect me into office. Their 
attacks and mud slinging will have begun and for no better reasoning, the 'viewing fun' begins. 

I expect to put them in their place for lack of responsibility, leadership and criminal activity while in 
office, but I will not run a dirty race. Arizona's infrastructure must not depend on a highlighted critique of fellow 
candidates.

If you want Arizona to stabilize, for us to re-open our rest stops and push our travel industry, or if you 
simply want to have a well paying job, (meaning a choice for a single parent workforce, like days gone by), and 
massive business expansion, then you must invest a few minutes of study time and cast your vote for the Mealer 
2014 campaign. This booklet is a must read so you can gain enough confidence to put me in Arizona's driver seat 
for a single four year term.  

Contributions to my campaign can be made in person or at JLMEALER.COM
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Governor $753,616 $1,130,424 $700 $55,910 $160 $1,390 

One     special     note     regarding     the     Clean     Election     funding   per AZ Rev Stat § 16-954 C. “Beginning January 1,  
1999, an additional surcharge of ten percent shall be imposed on all civil and criminal fines and penalties 
collected pursuant to section 12-116.01 and shall be deposited into the fund.”  This padding of the fines is what 
makes Arizona appear like a bloodsucking state and I will do away with this version of Clean Election funding. 
Sometimes, candidates like me need to utilize this type of funding in order to fix the problem. I am at such a 
financial disadvantage that I must take CCEC funds.



Obvious Issues     Arizona Cannot Handle Another Four Years of Pay-To-Play Politicians

Direct interaction is needed now and to be blunt, we cannot wait another four years to preserve Arizona's 
infrastructure, economy and statehood. 2018 will be too late and  “Our Arizona” may no longer be in existence at 
the hands of these maliciously-detached people. We have a defining moment and the 2014 election is it.

Problem solving, especially the magnitude we face -with today's dead economy- means boots on the 
ground action. This is accomplished not by sitting on a committee or on a board of MBA bottom dollar thinkers, 
or during power lunches and grandiose tax-payer funded meetings with caviar, oysters, open bar and all the hype 
one can handle, but instead by Arizona Governor JL Mealer. I am not coming to office with anything less than 
the absolute solution and workable, viable plans to recreate Arizona into the best state of the union. 

The packaged deal is ready to go. No hope. No maybes. No possibilities. Just the functioning and ready-
to-go, hat in hand, chickens in the roost, cat in the bag solution.

Why only JL Mealer? Portions of the Mealer Initiative require existing Laws to be enforced just as all 
state Governors are mandated to do. In order for a public servant to enforce the Law, one 'must-have-never-been 
nor 'currently-be-in' violation of the same Laws required to enforce against the incorrigible. See 18 USC Chapter 
11- Bribery, Graft, and Conflicts of Interest and/or 18 USC § 208  ,    AZ Statute equivalents. Candidate must 
have 100% “CLEAN HANDS” in the political realm, without any violations of oath of office or bribery.

Once granted this new, trust inspired Title of Governor, I will call on the many investors who are waiting 
in the wings for a responsible leader to take office and open the door for both these existing capitalists and many 
new prospective investors to put their money into Arizona-based projects. This is not a maybe. These are 
concrete, ready-to-go projects that have been discussed and planned additions to our Great State for decades.

Arizona will see at least two major theme parks and manufacturing to support them along with the 
world's largest Motor sports facility and an internationally reaching heavy airlift 'industry' that amount to billions 
in new taxable capitol for the state. These are major projects and will require major expansion of existing 
businesses and a tremendous growth in the Arizona workforce and the projected growth is huge. 

NOTE: I want the reader to be aware that the past version of the Arizona Commerce Authority (ACA) 
was a total waste of tax payer dollars because it was all about house politics. The Good news: Although past 
ACA Executives refused both the privately funded major theme parks and Manufacturing I had offered them, the 
current ACA will, by redesign, be willing to get to work for Arizona and not whomever is pulling their strings. 
Together and with the Phoenix Chamber, Greater Phoenix Economic Council, plus many Southern and Northern 
Arizona town planning and development groups and the ever so critical various Arizona Tribal Leaders, we can 
revitalize Arizona to heights never seen. 

Once elected as Governor, I will unleash Arizona's past and intentionally ignored connections in 
Aerospace, Auto & Heavy Equipment Manufacturing, the 2015 return of the Phoenix Grand Prix plus the never 
imagined Arizona NASCAR equivalent to the Daytona 500 (location undisclosed) and we will push Arizona to 
new heights. There will be no stopping the new businesses from growing and/or the new Arizona-based 
commodities market from exploding with profits! 

Commodity Trading in Arizona? Without a doubt it will allow our state an unprecedented rate of 
financial growth with a safety net. Arizona will be given the Omnibus Equity Incentive Stock Program (OEISP) 
as a means to safely increase major business growth and create a new economy that will stand on it's own, plus 
support businesses that must be created to supply this new to the Grand Canyon State economy. The Program is 
covered in this booklet and we expect it to be hailed by anyone with a true economic or business background.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Personal Education: Higher learning extends to engineering and I have made my life in the private 
business sector; nMEng/MSc (Masters Engineering), nB.ScEng (Masters Science Engineering), once "Member 
of" ABET (Member of Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology), nME (Mechanical Engineer), 
nMEng, (Engineering and Technology), nM.ASCE (once Affiliate Member of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers)". That and $10 will get me a cup of coffee at the Java Hut in today's economy.

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/part-I/chapter-11
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/part-I/chapter-11
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/208


OVERVIEW of the Mealer Initiative 2014

As follows:

1. Large scale investor/developer related projects to create Arizona jobs in manufacturing and theme parks, 
textiles included. Arizona public servants have been given these same contacts and the same offers over the past 
fifteen years. They repeatedly refuse to help Arizona succeed. 

Kicking off the plan includes 'ready-to-go' private investors and developers who are willing to begin 
various projects such as theme parks and other mass tourist draws, provided the outlook for trainable local 
employment shows improvement. 

2. Rapidly Formed primary businesses* with well paying jobs adding to state/federal tax revenue. Including 
payroll earned and all funds spent & taxed in state and elsewhere. *Detailed as we read.

The Plan provides a researched, ‘existing law’ based program to create exponential growth by combining 
local manufacturing, retail, wholesale and export within the investor/developers’ Public Offering schedule under 
an umbrella of businesses. This is where the incentives to grow Arizona’s economy really kicks in.

Omnibus Equity Incentive Stock Program (“OEISP”- for private business and those not publicly traded).

3. Immediate creation of Secondary & Tertiary integrated-revenue economies [2nd and 3rd connected economies]:

Accomplished via private strategic agreements between small businesses which are then added to an 
exchange system used to increase business output and provide financial security allowing for the creation of at 
least two additional tiers (4th and 5th ) of major, yet separate, ‘business economies’ based upon a revised method 
of commodity-based rapid business growth.  I am trying to keep this in layman's terms, so please bear with me.

This 'OEISP Commodity Trading' will create it's own special need for new, separate and expandable 
small businesses. Meaning, we're bringing a Free Enterprise based NYSE/Wall Street to Main Street Arizona 
which will need thousands of smaller support businesses in order to supply the Commodity Traders need for 
services. The private business can literally compete on even ground with corporate giants, before they go public. 
Businesses who voluntarily join and form an OEISP group will make their own choice to go public or not. 

4. The Perfect method to secure small business survival and growth creating even more good-paying jobs, 
without unfair or inflated tax reassessment.

Small business needs its safety net in today’s conglomerate controlled business-world and the Mealer 
Initiative 2014 provides for that issue as well. The best part of the small business support is that the same 
‘players’ who trade stocks for and support funding for the conglomerates will also be involved with and profiting 
from the combined contracted trading (OEISP) of the struggling smaller competitor, restaurants, everyday mom 
& pop stores, auto shops, etc.

With this Initiative, every business involved will have an equal opportunity to increase in size with 
helpful development from a reworked/IT connected Arizona Commerce Authority through the OEISP program. 
This plan was designed to compliment existing laws, but each private business will have their own method to 
compete with the global conglomerates who have outsourced our jobs and manufacturing while they have 
destroyed our State and nation. It's past time the USA becomes the hub of manufacturing, starting with Arizona.

The key to taxable growth is growth itself. Every business from privately owned mom and pop stores to 
the local car wash to the bowling alley to a small manufacturer or restaurant, (the list is endless) is critically 
important. These company owner's involved in the program will ultimately be able to go public on the NYSE 
and keep 99% of their profits from the 'sell' with only 1% tax going to Arizona's tax coffers. This is rewarding 
those who strive to be better and who succeed once the special interest laws and restrictions created to hinder 
small business is removed.



MEALER INITIATIVE 2014 from the beginning. OEISP Detailed

Numbers, figures and certain legal details have been omitted either for clarity, future government regulations or 
the simplicity of explaining the Mealer Initiative. The following has been shortened and every attempt has been 
made to keep this a readable document. The 'hands on' videos are much more clear and will be available soon.

This Initiative and economic plan has already been hailed as the perfect strategy and will receive public 
critical praise as this campaign continues.

I. A boost for the owners of future job training facilities & property (IE. Vacant building owners):

With the many vacant buildings around the state it only makes sense that we (Arizona's new business 
investor/developers) strike up a deal with the property owners -who are paying taxes on what will become total 
losses if no action is taken- to allow for new trainee classes for manufacturing and development training. The 
state and local government may even work with these property owners on public safety issues or better yet, 
property tax write-offs under the guise of contribution and/or charitable efforts for education related facilities. 
Property owners may also become part of the new business ownership according to whatever agreement is met 
with the financiers and developers. There seems to be no limit as to statewide location or personal options. 

The State may affordably push the incentive higher by offering up to a 10% return on the initial total 
amount invested for jobs training as rebates. These 10% annual refunds may be added to the current valuation of 
the premises (for owners) AND for the new venture’s employee preparation up to the point that the paid hands-
on manufacturing-training may make a return on the products built and sold during the training process. To be 
clear, this will not be a reselling of “misfit toys” moment, but instead, the resell of only the products that have 
passed the final training schedules and which would normally meet or exceed the once high quality standards 
that “Made in USA” [Made in Arizona] use to signify. This will allow for the paid training to pay for itself.

NOTE: A return and 10% on that Return does not mean that Arizona tax payers will be taxed to pay for the 
incentive. It is a return on the investment, and that return will become part of the contract between the parties 
involved in the OEISP contract.

The formula for manufacturing, assembly and overhead to resell is incredibly simple and should not be 
as confusing as many economists or businessmen want to portray it. After-all, the economists have steered this 
nation to ruin and it's time they rethink their losing approach.

For Example - in manufacturing as paid training:

A group of five Mfg Trainees, five days out of the week earning $2500., ($500 per week each), utilizing 
raw material delivered on site from US suppliers costing per week $750., ($150 each per five units), 
retailing per week at $4000., (a low-ball profit of $800 per product sold), allows for over-head with 
profit, especially when the weekly P/L are multiplied by realistic monthly quotas, considering these 
numbers are simply rounded and concocted for the sake of explanation. This is figuring that somehow, 
these five well trained individuals can turn out only ONE product per day, (a USA built television-
entertainment center*, for example). Common sense says the production numbers are going to be higher.

*All components for such electronics are available today and allow for Made in USA at a price competitive with 
made in China, Malaysia, Taiwan , Thailand, Mexico, etc. We have been mislead of these facts for far too long.



II. An easy alternative for existing medium & small business, the OEISP:

As business plans and interaction with developers, venture capitalists, qualified private and group 
investors are met and the manufacturing base becomes limited, a new version of fairness must be met for 
existing businesses. 

By bringing a variety of existing and willing businesses together under one funding roof, so to speak, 
their individual ventures are kept separate, yet combined via contract(s) under an Omnibus Equity Incentive 
Stock Plan (“OEISP”) and ultimately may be turned into a Wall Street traded company via Public Offering 
(“PO”) if so desired by the owner. This places the group of businesses into a trade worthy “commodity.”

Once combined, these businesses still act independent of each other, yet continue to prove their value as 
the OEISP is sold/traded to brokers and investors who in turn increase the value of the businesses through a 
commodity traded format, and the businesses individually share a percentage of the stock offerings and grow, 
which increases their individual business worth. This same style of trading has been done for years with barrels 
of oil, tons of sugar and coffee in a commodity chain that normally entails futures trading and thousands of 
support jobs that keep the market rolling. Not counting the Secondary & Tertiary economies and later the private 
business merger into a publicly traded company.

We know what happens when crude oil commodities and the greed of the traders run out of control. 
Everyone but the traders lose. If, by chance, while being traded, the OEISP were to ‘run out of control’ the 
brokers would make large amounts of wealth as would the traders yet, unlike the DOW or NASDAQ, the OEISP 
is designed to allow the individual businesses to benefit and expand while 'increasing in real value' versus 
'inflating in paper value' as normal stocks, bonds and public companies do. When OEISP businesses increase and 
grow, more businesses and jobs are created both within and outside of the OEISP related entity. Everyone wins.

A. Compliance

These plans and this general outline are intended to comply with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (“CFTC”), the SEC as well as the Arizona Corporation Commission and other regulating agencies 
and laws. When structured properly, a packaged business arrangement can be legally used as a derivative and 
openly traded. If not in technical terms, then in basic terms with qualified investors and regular Citizenry 
working through a broker. Meaning, the NY Stock Exchange and DOW need not be involved for function and 
compliance purposes. We beat them lawfully at their own game and give all states the same opportunity to copy 
Arizonan's new treasure chest of growth. Further, because the Arizona government is not binding the contracts, it 
is solely up to the OEISP participants to decide whether to base their Commodity on Federal Reserve Notes 
which are federally taxable or on some other form of value.

B. Worst Case Scenario

IF each business of the OEISP failed and no other entrepreneur were willing to replace the business to 
continue, IF no other business were to buy-out a participating business because all of America’s work force 
became zombies (or simply unwilling to work) and IF this were to happen to every single business in one 
particular OEISP simultaneously, and IF chance would have it, ‘all businesses of the OEISP vanished’ – 
reasoning unknown and the contract is seemingly moot – the Traders are then left with a vacated OEISP 
*compare to a shelf-corporation which they may simply refill with several new businesses of their choosing 
and coaxing. Again, no real loss and no lag in value of the derivative. Participants, tax payers and the Arizona 
infrastructure all win even under the worst case scenario.

There is no ‘down’ or ‘sideways’ market to hinder the value as the OEISP is not part of the Options 
Market, but instead valuable, growing and working businesses.

This does not take into consideration the high value equity potential from patents and research that may 
come from certain styles of OEISP companies. Just like the NYSE & DOW, except with a safety net and 
legitimate growth. 



C. Growth for new “OEISP” economists

I believe it is far better for the up and coming new secondary economy comprised of brokers and 
commodity traders and the buyers themselves, to make a sudden, prosperous living from the simple trading and 
juggling of these new Arizona styled stocks and bonds (as commodities), then to never exist. The support and 
maintenance of private businesses which in turn will create an even larger economy for those creatively involved 
within the small businesses that are traded as a viable classification of lucrative well run private enterprise will 
create an even larger base of new businesses. Meaning, beyond the business owners and employees, everyone 
from management and financial gurus to computer programmers and troubleshooters make a great living by 
working for the same goal, whether they are self-serving or not.

When an OEISP is used as a 'valued derivatives contract' and traded openly, it will out of necessity, 
create an additional tertiary (3rd ) economy of jobs to support it’s own existence. Arizona can now lay claim to 
designing and structuring the development of this new version of business oriented commodity and future 
derivatives trading as a lucrative job’s base in it’s Capitalism based economy. Capitalism funds free enterprise.

Again, it is solely up to the OEISP participants to decide whether to base their Commodity on Federal 
Reserve Notes which are federally taxable or on some other form of value.

D. Opting Out and Cashing In

When, or if, a small business owner decides to either retire or move on, they will have a more valuable 
business to sell, and their incentive to grow the business and hire even more employees increases their venture’s 
value. If the new business owner wishes to become independent of the “OEISP,” the vacant spot will be filled 
with another new business. No strings attached.

This will make for a great retirement for so many Arizonans who become involved in the OEISP and 
who have worked all of their life (or not at all) and do not have a pension plan or retirement account. It also 
covers bases for those of us who lost our 401K plans over the past decade.

Manifest destiny prescribes that not all of the children we are raising will grow up to be scientists, 
doctors, lawyers or politicians. Instead, most will be employees in various business trades, or as the business 
owners themselves, so a shortage of new ventures will never be an issue for an “OEISP.”

E. * Example “OEISP” business package as a derivative

An operating business, even one possibly suffering a stagnant season of cash paying customers, such as, 
“Grumpy Bagel Factory,” is placed with two (more or less) other restaurants and also with a hardware store 
“Lucky Hardware “and a struggling yet once promising building contracting firm “Dingo Joe Luxury Homes” 
and possibly a recycling business named “Dumpster Diver, Inc” which also manufactures sculptures from old 
tires and tin cans, who may also refurbish old electronics for resell, each of which also agrees to strive to meet 
the requirements of 5 to 20 employees, plus management. Each existing company consents to an Omnibus 
Agreement designed specifically and accordingly to the shares of profits viz past revenue, basic needs and 
general agreements between the parties. Thus, the “OEISP” is created, named and thrown into the market. 

OEISP as a summary or OEISP project terms (simple combined micro/macro economics)-
1.-The OEISP program: The aforementioned contract between the multiple companies who form the  
commodity of their combined businesses. 

2.-Each 'private 'business offers their projected Quarterly profits or use a rounded number and 
projects their financial Quarterly profit into the OEISP (whatever the private contract outlines). 

3.- Rough Example: Five businesses place a total of 10,000 Shares equal to $10,000 ($1 per share) and 
this OEISP is placed into the Arizona trading industry. The rating of the Shares are the projected earnings 
from the individual business' quarterly profits.

4.-Traders buy and sell these commodities/stocks: Prices naturally climb with each trade, 
compounding repeatedly during the quarterly cycle. Traders make their profits during the trades and we 
can safely project that over three months of heavy trading, on average, the value will increase by 1000%.



5.-The original $1000 per business at $1 per share can easily become $10 per share over the 
Quarter: $10,000 is given back to the business, minus their $1000 portion of the original $10,000 
shares. That is 1000% profitability** minus the one-half percent State tax per trade.

**Again, it is solely up to the OEISP participants to decide whether to base their Commodity on Federal 
Reserve Notes which are federally taxable or on some other form of value and whether profit has been made at a 
federal tax level.

The traders/investors who keep their commodities at the end of the trading period, now own interest in 
this OEISP and as the businesses of OEISP re-invest their 1000% profits back into their business, the shares at 
$10 each grow to become valued at... perhaps $100 each and the process repeats itself. 

Each dividend transaction is taxed at one half of one percent (One cent per for every two dollars) and the 
Arizona government makes a windfall). This would cut out Arizona income taxes after the first year.

Arizona's ex-employed insurance agents or others who want to join the program, would be qualified as 
the stocks and bonds traders and instead of being out of work once the Mealer Care plan kicks in (See Pgs. 12-
14) and most health insurance companies fall on the wayside. These ex-insurance agents will now make a very 
good living... In fact, a living that places them far about the top insurance agent and making much more than the 
Arizona governor will ever make.



III. Newly created businesses within the “OEISP” program:

As the economy grows and children become adults and/or the adults decide that they are finished with 
working for someone else and choose to begin their own business, the current Arizona Small Business 
Administration can utilize this same program to guide them to private funding for qualified ideas. “Qualified 
Ideas” simply mean [for example], someone such as Joe Mechanic would not suddenly decide that he wanted to 
open a Plastic Surgery Center and get to work cutting up new patients while hiring a few surgical and medical 
specialists to assist.

However, [for example] if Joe Mechanic were to strive to open the “Charitable Center For 
Reconstructive Surgery”*** to provide temporary housing for families while their loved ones are undergoing 
rehabilitative or life saving surgery that is connected to or in proximity to an affiliated group of medical 
specialists or surgeons who are willing to put forth their effort to open such a Center (whether for profit or not), 
this would fall under “Qualified Ideas.” Arizona law makers can define these terms in one page rules and regs.

Life-long culinary chefs do not become brain surgeons and brain surgeons do not become NFL 
linebackers simply because they can find private funding to open the OEISP connected business. 

Otherwise, Qualified Ideas are limitless.

NOTE: ***Charitable connected projects are not only tax write-offs for the commodity brokers, buyers,  
lawyers, business owners and investors themselves, but a much needed part of all communities.

You may ask why I constantly suggest private investments over banking investments. The answer, pure 
and simple, is the Dodd-Frank Law that was passed to crush small entrepreneurs and small business.

IV. Maturity of the new business ventures:

Covering concerns regarding the maturity of these new manufacturing businesses, retail, etc; Once they 
become highly productive and the owner(s) decide to move on and sell the success they have created, including 
the outlet stores and exporter or wholesale offices. The Mealer Initiative suggests an added and irresistible 
incentive of a tax break for profits from a future Public Offering.

The Tax rate on profits from a Public Offering under this program for state (or federal) tax purposes 
would ideally be reduced to 1% – 3%, provided the business venture has created and maintained the employment 
standards set forth as taxable employee pay averaging $35K-$70K per year at 200 employees spread throughout 
the entire company’s umbrella. This guarantee alone, offers enough incentive for the ‘big-money’ to select the 
Mealer Initiative and stick with it while providing great paying jobs, growing their businesses into branches of 
local state enterprises and merely maintaining dignity for themselves and their employees. 

An OEISP business that leaves the OEISP and becomes publicly traded may still make a huge profit for 
the founding president acting as the CEO. This adds to the incentive to stick it out and grow the business rather 
than dumping it when the economy slows down. 

My numbers are not arbitrary. The $70K-$140K put most families out of the mandatory welfare level or 
huge tax refundable category and allows most Arizona people/families to live comfortably while also allowing 
them to invest in a future.

Arizona can operate comfortably with the low OEISP taxes between one-half percent to 3% across the 
board with these ventures and have the greatest economic boom in the history of these united States of America. 

NO BUBBLE. 

NO RISKS. 

NO DOWNSIDE.



V. Taxation and Debt:

To homeowners and “Mom & Pop” stores, a few grand a year in property taxes is critical, yet to a new 
multimillion dollar mega-store or shopping mall or new large manufacturing business, the tens of thousands a 
year in taxes is inconsequential. Revenue from great paying jobs in sales tax and income tax is the key.

Again, it is solely up to the OEISP participants to decide whether to base their Commodity on Federal 
Reserve Notes which are federally taxable or on some other form of value.

No one in Arizona will need to go hungry, nor will they be treated unfairly in business while corrupt 
elected officials make laws (think Monsanto Chemical / Agriculture and such) to protect the giants while 
crushing the smaller businesses before we ever get a chance. 

Mom and Pop stores who barely make overhead and decide not to enter a contracted OEISP can flourish 
and make ends meet as best as they can and benefit from whatever tax breaks are currently available. This is 
their choice, but in my opinion, a disservice to themselves, to the jobless and the working poor who might 
otherwise find a job within their stagnant company. The OEISP will quickly increase profits for any newly 
created, small or suffering business. 

Grouping a business with an OEISP is, of course, 100% voluntary. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Currently, new businesses offering decent paying jobs will not magically come to Arizona, we must 
bring them in and/or create them from our own base of entrepreneurs. Better paying jobs means more spending 
in support-business and greatly enhances all areas of tax revenue. 

The huge incentive for investors and potential Arizona businesses - who normally keep their wealth 
circulating rather than held in a bank account earning 2% interest - is simple; developers, new business owners 
and/or stockholders and those connected to the Omnibus agreements covered herein, will individually become 
personal-income tax exempt for all new business earnings within the state, (at CEO pay, the incentive increases 
as will the business, their investment and corporate tax). This is another reason to grow the business.

This method of tax simplification on their actual earnings will open closed doors, cause investors to use 
personal monies and be more willing to include manufacturing, wholesale, retail and exporting under the same 
umbrella company. A larger company umbrella means more jobs and more spending which means more taxes for 
a government to supply services, teacher pay increases, school upkeep, road care, etc., to the public that rules it.

Our Plan is an obvious triumph. No one loses, except those politicians currently taking kick backs or 
turning a blind eye or casting a vote for certain laws which force small business to fail. Besides, current Pay-to-
Play party line political games is a felony offense.

EDUCATION

Education is critical to the future of Arizona. Let's be realistic here... Teachers make decent pay by 
Arizona employment standards, HOWEVER, once our living standards rise, the teachers remain at the same 
stagnant levels There is no reason that teacher salaries cannot rise by 50% to 75% or more. The Mealer Initiative 
2014 proves this and to be fair and within current legal standards, the teachers must be kept at the level of 
comfort as those with the opportunities the teaching profession gives up. Once the Mealer OEISP kicks into play, 
the teachers who are working at public schools will not have an equal opportunity to leave their jobs to 
participate and that creates an unfair advantage, which is against the law. Arizona revenue will be increased 
thousand-fold at the very least and we must place a portion of our windfall profits into the public school system 
to maintain the future of Arizona... OUR CHILDREN. 

NOTE: Those in the Public Schools who are not teachers, IE. over-paid Administrators, will NOT be 
part of the option Arizona provides to underpaid teachers.

Why would the Greatest and most lucrative state of the union forsake their teachers and their children? 
We will never leave the most important part of our society down in the dumps and scraping to make a living. It 
seems that these days, all the schools care about are the sports teams when after ten, twenty to thirty years the 
high school jocks are going to be regular men and women who were able to slide by because of sports and now 



are at the low end of the learning curve. While the chess club students will carry their sharpened minds to old 
age. Ironic, I know...Our Children and Our Future depend on Our Schools and Our Teachers.

As far as 'education solutions'- we first need to address the problems: 

1). Lack of funds (taken care of within the Mealer Initiative 2014 booklet) and
2). Qualified teachers. 

We cannot underpay teachers and find the amount of quality that our state requires. (Again, this is solved 
herein). I feel that teaching students on a curve works, but due to Arizona's diverse population and willingness to 
learn, we must take a slightly modified approach. With an increase in teacher's pay, the stress and need to juggle 
dozens of students becomes less of a chore and more of a job. I have never met an Arizona-based teacher who is 
not willing to go the extra mile without added pay to cover expenses and I doubt they would turn down the pay 
raise and bonuses for helping ALL students pass the benchmark. Common core must end, because it is not only 
improperly taught, but the actual history has been replaced with 'life lessons' which are mostly based on a 
skewed view from a special interest party.

Common Core is an intentional format to indoctrinate our children in order to -what can only be- some 
fractured system of emotional control of history and a mandated method of thinking to suit a group of unelected 
officials. Regardless of whether these unelected Common Core writers are from the left or the right, our children 
must not be taught lies, but instead, they must be taught only the absolute proven and documented truths of 
history. 

The way we can end Common Core this is simple. All State's control their Common Core 
implementation and as long as we do not need federal funds for this intentionally wrongful education, we can 
crush their perverse system and teach the truth while also throwing in the lies of Common Core. Yes, Common 
Core has a fairness about it by making certain that students across the states have the same chance to compete, 
but the misinformation of history and using reason and emotion to guide the facts is patently wrong.

Arizona's children will know true history and also the lies that are being taught elsewhere so they are not 
surprised when people taught in other states come across as totally off base and/or stark raving mad. This is a 
funding issue and little more. Arizona will have the best paid teachers. A work base that keep our children at 
home rather that wandering the states for a decent job or a real career. The opportunity we provide with the 
Grand Canyon state will exceed all other state's expectations and they will hopefully follow our lead. There is no 
need to follow the money to find out who controls this low-level brainwashing of our children (which would 
become a felony in Arizona), because we know who is involved and we simply will not need their handouts.

Teaching outside of the classroom with various teaching devices is not a bad idea, but it will not work 
for everyone and leads to a completely disenfranchised parent-school relationship. As much as it may seem 
mundane to many of us, sports and other extracurricular activities are very important to both parent and student 
alike. If we have no public school system to support these events, then parents will make certain they create a 
public school system that will. When does fairness come into play? When each parent and student have the 
choice of when and where they are educated and then decide, the process makes for a stronger education.

There is no simple approach to a complex question when the fate of our state and our future rest on our 
the education of our children, but we simply cannot jump into a hasty solution for the over-all lack of useful 
learning experience. One method to help procure a stronger and more competent workforce for our youth is to 
work within the business community, especially once the Mealer Initiative 2014 huge expanse of industry and 
career oriented jobs kicks in by 2015, whereby the business sector takes note of individual student's personal 
abilities when the students tests out for particular careers. If the parents/students wish to share their test scores, 
they may very well be 'picked up and sponsored in trade schools or colleges' with an expectation of a career in 
that particular industry. Flipping burgers out of high school may very well become a strong and fairly paid 
apprenticeship within those restaurant businesses within the program, then again, so may metal working and 
aircraft design.

I strongly urge teaching students from Kindergarten through their 14th year (associate degrees) if they so 
choose. Oftentimes, our youth need those extra couple years of career orientation to decide the path they will 
take or they wind up severely struggling like we have been doing for the past 100 years. With our new growth of 



Arizona Industry, the students may very well be picked up by the various companies in paid internships and give 
the education required to make it in the real world... At the company's expense

No education system can exist without funding, but Arizona will refuse Federal Funds and refute Common Core 
simplistic "dis" education. We can do better here at home.

Health Insurance and the Answer to costs of the Affordable Health Care Act of 2011

Personally, I despise being forced to do or buy anything that I neither want or need. Sure, my family 
needs healthcare insurance, but being forced to buy it (even if I already have it) roils my blood. Although the 
groups who made this into law and have committed gross malfeasance, fraud, bribery and breach of oath of 
office along with a few other High Crimes and Misdemeanors, and the 'law' is technically nullified due to the 
criminal activity... Let's make it work and put the special interest groups and the corrupt lawmakers in the hot 
seat. You will love this solution on many levels.

We have the hope and hype of the Affordable Health Care Act (AHCA) of 2011. The scare of what it will 
cost both individuals and employers. Now, we are reaping the results of this new Law with unknown rules.\

Rather than waste time fighting a losing battle in court over a federal law that was passed by Congress, 
Mealer has a defined, easy resolution that will save Arizona tax payers millions right off the top. 

First, no court fee taxes to sneak into the state budget. Second, the main objective: Even though no 
American should ever be forced to buy anything…. read what has been easily formulated to make this work for 
Arizonans.

It is obvious that our country has lost practically any chance of gaining individual full-time jobs with 
these huge costs on employer’s backs. Sure, health insurance is nice, but most businesses will be forced to cut 
employee hours and push the cost of an insurance policy to the employee who will either fall into the Medicaid 
and ‘single-payer’ system, or they will live in poverty working part time.

Underemployment (part-time jobs) actually account for 95% of Arizona’s workforce once we remove the 
military and government employees from the equation. The rate climbs ever more drastically when business 
owners, who are also the workforce for their own enterprise, are removed from the count. Our state will fail in 
the next half-decade under current conditions.

Arizona employment levels are at the bottom of the heap, ranked 45th with 7.9%. Of course we know 
that the 7.9% is actually an incomplete percentage of unemployed Arizonans because so many people have 
stopped looking for work. 

The projected costs of the Affordable Health Care Law (aka Obamacare) runs around $20,000 per year 
per person, with certain family members covered, so don't misunderstand these numbers, but those rates are 
ludicrous... And we've not yet covered the huge deductibles for the more seriously “designated-sick” individuals. 

Arizona will play by OUR RULES and not a single personal intrusive AHA stipulation will invade our 
State's borders because we will defend the Bill of Rights and regardless of whether the Supreme Court calls ACA 
a tax or not. A tax cannot obfuscate a right, especially if it is the right to ownership. Arizona Governor Mealer 
will not only reinstate the ability for all Arizonans to own everything they have both “been charged for” and 
“have paid for.” This is called allodial title, and in Arizona, we will recognize allodial title and you will not only 
own what you've paid for but you will own yourself. We will care for our seniors as we will with every other 
human being in Arizona, from zygote to 150 years.

With the ACA causing employers to cut their employees hourly work week to thirty hours or less, so 
they can avoid paying for health insurance at $500 per person (or more), our economy will tank out in 2015 
when the law runs full force. Add that to NAFTA and GATT and the pending TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership) and that “Giant sucking sound” that Ross Perot spoke about in 1992 will turn into the 
new sucking sound compared to a Kirby Vacuum powered by a supercharged V-12 on an ant hill.

This issue is not only about whether we want to be forced to purchase our own health insurance or be 
forced to pay a fine,.It has everything to do with Arizona's (and America's) future as a state (and nation) where 



we actually turn a profit without government mandates running our personal lives.

The John Mealer ‘magic bullet’: As Governor; within the first week of taking office, I will ‘officially’ ask all 
licensed Arizona insurance carriers to consider being the first (OR the companies can work it out with each other 
and share) company to accept our ‘free enterprise’ proposition to provide a full Seven Million Arizonans with 
full coverage health insurance at $75 per person, per month. The $75 monthly fee would include a percentage of 
the funds to be applied to dental insurance as well. Arizona will pay no more than $75 per person (period).

The offer is already on the table and Insurance companies are stepping up to close the deal. Either 
that, or one very smart individual will create his or her own Insurance Company strictly to make this deal.

The first company to accept the offer will have the very large deal of $525 Million per MONTH 
(7,000,000 x $75) or $6.3 Billion per YEAR.  If employers kick in matching funds the deal doubles, but Arizona 
can absorb the employees cost if need be, simply because of our huge kick in taxable revenue from the added 
jobs boost and spending spree. The insurance company who takes this deal will not be struggling by any means. 
All new Arizonans will wind up paying the same $75 whether the state absorbs the cost or not. 

Note     to     naysayers  : The Mealer Care insurance cap is already a “done deal” and not just a talking point or 
hypothetical situation. Sounds incredible, but read how and why this will happen in the next few sentences. This 
about Government working for the best interest of the people and not vice versa.

The following are facts and logic presented with legal details on issues that neither the IRS, nor the 
HHS, nor Social Security may want to accept, even though this plan will be saving the federal government 
billions of dollars from both the Social Security fund and Indian Health Services (IHS) related Treaties.

———————————————————
As a couple -who has worked under US tax guidelines- making between them, roughly $88,000 per year 

will have paid approximately $120,000 in FICA/SECA and Medicare taxes which are placed into the Medicare 
program. Normally, you would use three times that amount over the retirement era, so the current version of 
Social Security was actually a decent deal. Until it became bankrupt.

The Mealer-Care plan is also about replacing the need for those under Social Security (Medicare) to 
draw from the funds they have paid into “their account,” and the funds that future generations will be paying 
into Social Security, so they may instead apply it to these new insurance payments. We expect to get these 
retirees a refund and in most cases it will range between $100 to $200 per month. Not bad for someone living on 
a fixed income and the new insurance coverage will be better. There is more to learn and we must view this from 
the over-all picture.

Those of us who have worked in the US and have paid our FICA and SS taxes, will have paid, by 
retirement, roughly $60,000 into Medicare coverage. Our insurance costs under Mealer-Care will be $900 per 
year. If we retire at 65 and live another 25 years, we will have paid $18,000. for Mealer-Care insurance (whether 
we bill the feds or not). Over 25 twilight-retirement years, this is a difference of over $42,000 in savings for the 
federal government and Governor Mealer will expect at least a portion of these funds be returned to you. Keep 
in mind, we will have saved the Federal Government billions of dollars and there should be no problem with a 
large refund for every Arizona resident who has paid their FICA and SS taxes over the years, regardless of what 
state they worked in.

Those who have not worked and paid in, will obviously not have the same dollar amount in the federal 
Social Security coffers and they will not be entitled to anything above what they have paid in.

This same principle applies to health coverage for our Native American neighbors (existing treaty costs 
are quadrupled at minimum) as to our retirees living under Medicare     benefits   where their individual care was 
prepaid should receive a refund* from the federal government. The range of refund should be between $300 to 
$700 per month (or even more), depending on how the federal Trust Funds apply this approach and whether the 
Federal Government will adhere to their treaties. The US Government saves Billions of dollars by working this 
Mealer-Care plan out Arizona style versus the very poorly run IHS system.

*Regarding Medicare and based on FMAP and other new US     Codes     within     the     Affordable     Health     Care     Act  .

http://www.cms.gov/cciio/index.html
http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/fmap.htm
http://www.medicare.gov/Pubs/pdf/10050.pdf


It’s all part of the contract you signed up for and Governor Mealer expects to strike up a deal with the 
federal government under this very simple and cost saving approach and return your funds to you when you need 
them most.  This is most certainly a plan that will be challenged,  but we have the Law,  common sense and 
incredible savings for the feds on our side.

Who doesn’t want the added cash in their bank account? Or you may return all or a portion of it to 
the Federal Government and help take care of the huge hole in Social Security.

What this amounts to is placing the special interest Insurance Companies in their place. 



OUR CONTRACT

November 4th, 2014 Election Day Agreement
Phoenix, Arizona

< JL Mealer, as Governor of Arizona Will Work for Minimum wage Until the Mealer Initiative is Proven >

This promissory, binding contract is hereby signed as Governor of Arizona (if and when elected), is simple put.

I, John Lewis Mealer, will work for Arizona minimum wage, serving all of Arizona until the Mealer 
Initiative proves itself through my direct interactions and will either lower Arizona's unemployment rate (of 
those capable people who are willing and able to work, yet unable to find high paying   employment  ) to 2% or 
less, or, by moving the ranking of our Great State to the top ten per the national state-by-state comparison. 

I hold myself )and expect you to do the same) to be 100% accountable to preservation and restoration of 
Arizona and America's republic and to protect and defend the Arizona and fellow American's Bill of Rights.

Arizona will reverse   our     past     leaders     position     of     abject     failure  ,   (currently ranked 48th and 49th in jobs and 
business growth/creation and home value respectively) ultimately to the top ten ranked states in these same 
fields.

If I, John Lewis Mealer, stray from the architecture of the over-all anti-corruption and pro-business, anti-
human trafficking and higher education leanings as displayed by myself over the past forty seven years of my 
life, the State of Arizona may hold me in violation of applicable laws, including fraud. The signature below is 
justification for charging me with criminal activity and knowing I accept the responsibility for gross negligence, 
or as past Arizona leaders are guilty of; “playing politics” and wasting tax payer monies. 

I am not a politician. I will always be a statesman, servant to the public, and to Arizona's and the US 
Constitution.

As Arizona Governor, I will never accept financial profit from special interest groups (sans the private  
gift or reduced price of a nice firearm, USA Made t-shirt, jeans, boots, socks or restoration part for one of my  
automobile projects, – unless Arizona public opinion tells me not to accept it), YET if I do, the connected 
business group will not be granted any type of special interest over ANY Arizonan. Humor is also part of the 
deal, but I do guarantee your chuckle with every sentence.

I expect to give Arizona the Mealer Automobile for manufacturing without making a penny from it 
unless Arizona places a referendum on the ballot and allows it. It is your gift.  

Ask me for the original Mealer Automobile Proforma for more details.

*Of course, once I prove the plan and put Arizona where we want it to be, and where I claim the Mealer 
Initiative can place it, I will be entitled to my back-pay. 

[Fair enough?]

As a matter of contract law, once elected, my binding signature will be placed on this contract verbatim. 
In fact, this page will be the exact contract signed because it is legally binding.

___________________________________________    
 

Arizona Governor, John L Mealer                      



Arizona Meat and Agriculture Department
(AZMAD)

A program that Arizona can greatly accelerate at are our meat and agriculture industries which we can 
make as a voluntary “Special Label” product(s) from Arizona alone that will far exceed the USRDA 
requirements for meat, dairy and agriculture.

The Arizona Meat and Agriculture Department (AZMAD) will become a regulating entity for Arizona 
ranchers, Arizona farmers and the meat and agriculture industry they supply, whereby a higher standard of 
product(s) will be offered exclusively from Arizona and exported nationwide. We will now have the opportunity 
to sell our own brands of Arizona grade meat and produce that is free from negative additives and absolutely no 
cross bred agriculture, dairy or meat from mega-corporate conglomerates such as Monsanto (Chemical and 
Food) genetically modified foods( GMO).

We have the exclusive higher rated products that make the USDA meat, dairy and agricultural products 
pale in comparison. I believe this will create a huge industry for Arizona and one that will greatly increase 
Arizona food exports.

It has been suggested that through this new program, Arizona will resale such AZMAD items in local 
retail and wholesale outlets across the state with one larger store centrally located for purposes of public 
discussions and any rules that may become part of the non-invasive, non-tainted food sources from our great 
state.

Many of these types of business models may easily be created through the OEISP commodity traded 
business groups and they will become funded from start to finish while making their business owners, their 
employees and the commodity traders very well to do. This will also fuel the State tax coffers and we will most 
certainly maintain the dignity of our state, while allowing the farms and ranches which are suffering under a 
USDA regulated, Monsanto induced and lawsuit weary and suffering agricultural industry thrive.

The many farms and ranches which are essentially being held hostage and controlled through subsidies 
and rules that harm rather than help, including those on tribal land, will have the chance to renew their way of 
life and treat a new generation to produce, dairy and meat that they will otherwise not have the chance to 
consume.

Arizona Constitution Article 13§5. Right     of     municipal     corporation     to     engage     in     business     or     enterprise  

Every municipal corporation within this state shall have the right to engage in any business or enterprise which 
may be engaged in by a person, firm, or corporation by virtue of a franchise from said municipal corporation. 

The above rule of law in Arizona has long since been ignored. What it states is that any and every 
municipality (city, town, county, et al) within Arizona has the right to form it's own law abiding 
enterprise/business and pay for the municipality itself. The city/town/county can operate a business and make a 
profit. Why then do municipalities only engage in speed traps and prisons to make money for the area? The 
occasional City Pool, or Park does not earn money to run the municipality and they resort to creating laws and 
fining residents instead.

This will change under a Mealer Governorship. We will be known as the friendly state rather than the 
speed trap and over-regulated state. Every municipality may easily partake in the AZMAD processing, retailing 
and wholesaling of what will become Arizona's major export.

The AZMAD program, as well as many others, will be available for every local government within the 
state and we will no longer be the predators out to arrest or fine someone. We can do better.



The Arizona Border and Our Immigration Issues
Create Huge Profits Vs Spending Resources

The need for a secure border is a must. Not so much to prevent illegal entry by those souls who are 
searching for that shining beacon on the hill, but for the critical reason of protecting Americans from people and 
influences we do not want in the USA. These inexpensive solutions are simple (unless you're a politician looking 
for votes or bribe money).

The federal government prevents Arizona from enforcing immigration at the border, but there is no 
federal law that prevents Arizona from locating federal felons and potentially dangerous people from 10 to 100 
yards into Arizona.

Yes, trespassing to find a job in the USA is a federal felony, whereas Arizona's SB 1070 makes it a 
misdemeanor with a three strikes rule, the problem of enforcement is because neither of these laws and the 
prescribed punishments clarify single specificity on the 'Rule of Engagement' for unlawful entry with 
intent to commit crimes. This is the reason drug trafficking is a drawn out process in the courts and the exact 
reason the Global Sex-Slave Trade activity is neither properly addressed, nor funded for it's criminal activity.

As far as Human Trafficking is concerned, we will rescue those we can and send out a clear message to 
the traffickers. Once caught, those using the end result of the trafficked victims will be charged with the same 
crimes as the hard core traffickers themselves -kidnapping, human trafficking, slavery, attempted murder, fraud 
and many other crimes. We will seize all of their assets and use them to rehabilitate the victims as well as build 
homes and jobs training facilities as well as back psychological, emotional and other necessary programs for 
them. We can mix much of this in with out veterans of wars programs who be given Carte blanche where the 
Federal Government drops the ball and leaves them completely o their own or worst yet, with a criminal record.

The Mealer Initiative outlines that we use private money and build versions of secure hotels that would 
allow those who are undocumented and oftentimes without English language skills to pay their way, learn 
English and pass the typical US citizens test. They could do this safely (from drug cartels) and comfortably from 
their own rooms and turn around within a couple of weeks as persons “Undergoing Naturalization Through the 
State of Arizona” IE. “UNTSA” as an adverb- unless we can come with a better acronym. This limited, 
'protected naturalizing class of the Arizona citizenry' is technically without Federally protected rights until the 
federal government accepts them as US Citizens, but once they become UNTSA citizenry, they must be treated 
fairly by federal law. 

*NOTE: We will have just saved the feds billions of dollars and Arizona's share in taxes to cover 
the federal taxation for doing what we will have accomplished while we made a tremendous profit and 
have gained many respectable UNTSA citizens who may very well become part of the huge economic boom. 
Having not paid into the Social Security or FICA system, it only makes sense that they are not entitled to Social 
Security benefits until they gain standing in the workforce and state.

The new Arizona citizenry classification of UNTSA would make the persons under contract liable for all 
law violations, while being accepted as limited citizens until the federal government performed their own tests to 
make US citizens out of each individual. They pay their way and no one is stuck with the bill. Simple math 
makes this work and these persons would not be able to collect Federal Aid, not state aid unless they were 
working and paying into Arizona's tax coffers. No one cuts in line, we make money vs spending it to round up 
deportees and life continues to smooth out for all Arizonans, including those UNTSA. The term will grow on us.

What the above paragraph could do is, remove protections granted to non-citizens by the federal 
government's inaction, while allowing people UNTSA to have access to an ability to work within Arizona, and to 
pay all taxes within Arizona. They would be under Arizona law protection and not liable for deportation until 
federal law mandates it and the federal government decides one way or the other on their individual citizenship.

These Ellis Island motels would quickly be surrounded by entire towns, built by private business and 
possibly incorporated into State recognized cities. Taxes could then be assessed and further boost our state 
economy. Felons (outside of the Federal Immigration Laws) would be rejected, as would any type of drug dealer, 



rapist, child molester and the like. Now, we have an entirely new tax base, more business creation and yet 
another tier of an economy, with new cities and new tax revenue along with the new businesses under the OEISP.

With this proactive plan, we cannot lose and many of the otherwise honest 'illegal aliens' or 
'undocumented workers' may actually come forward, begin their naturalization process and literally feel free and 
human again (and pay taxes). 

Arizona will neither build, nor allow the I-11 Corridor to be built, laws will be established as such and 
we will block it's construction on a federal level. Any intentions to build it will become a statewide felony.

The real border issues are security from people who want to cause major physical harm the these united 
States and Washington DC as well, plus the drug trade and human trafficking problems.

Regarding the drug trade/Human Trafficking and Arizona's southern border. The Arizona drug 
smuggling issue is all but solved: I propose Arizona erect a series of solar lighted billboards written in both 
Spanish and English and directed south, towards Mexico, stating the truth: 

“Arizona and the FBI have a huge task force that has infiltrated various cartels of both drugs and  
human trafficking. We are also offering a $1,000,000 bounty, plus asylum, for any member and their  
family from any drug cartel and/or human trafficking who will lead Arizona and US DEA and FBI forces  
back to the highest member of that major drug and/or human trafficking cartel.” 

No trust in the drug cartels means little to no drug or human slavery victim movement. Who would you 
trust after this news and these facts were circulated in your drug or human trafficking cartel?... That is, IF you 
were some sort of cartel kingpin.

Is it me, or is this partial solution towards drug smuggling far too simple?

FURTHER: Arizona and Arizonans will owe no allegiance to International Law for criminal activity 
except such activity as the Sex-Slave Trade, drug trafficking and terrorism. We will never give up our Right to 
Self-Defense or our firearms, especially after the looming and misguided International Court Rulings (wait for 
it) because the contract between the US (the federal government) and these united States across America (the 
various Republic and Common Wealth forms of state government), clearly protects the Bill of Rights and each 
state's Constitution. 

We will hold the Federal and all other State government's 100% responsible for any violation of the Bill 
of Rights, and we can do this by the very contract we have entered into as the union was formed. This agreement 
crosses State lines just as Arizonans may cross state lines, and as such, no State is allowed to hold an Arizonan to 
their own laws IF those statutes nullify or hinder any portion of the Bill of Rights or the 14th Amendment.

By law, any state Governor can and must (also by law) force other state governments (county or city as 
well) to abide by the contract called the US Constitution, specifically the American Bill of Rights. Arizona will 
act accordingly. Case law, US Code and every state statute is on the side I am speaking from. We must stand to 
protect this Republic we live in and as a leader of the State, one has the duty to have the laws enforced. As 
Governor, I expect to do exactly that. 

Arizona is prohibited to attempt any type of rounding up of “the undocumented” in our state. First and 
foremost, the federal government has that duty and currently they are blocking any attempt by the State's to 
secure their workforce or immigrant status. Even at that rate, the federal government cannot afford to round up 
even half the head-count of people who are in this country illegally. They/we would be forced to return them to 
their country of origin and the costs for airfare, safe passage and general costs would destroy an already dead 
economy. We need to work around this issue and we can make Arizona a stronger state by doing so.

Notes on the Global and Local slave trading

I despise the Global Sex-Slave Trade to such an extent, that I consider and will move to make laws by 
executive order, if need be, that charge those who pick up the “prostitutes” with charges as accessories to 
kidnapping, slavery and whatever else fits the crime. I will protect women and children over anyone. 

This slave trade goes for forced labor as well. I have first hand proof that many of the children taken by 
the Arizona CPS from decent families who may have been going through rough times, have placed these 



children in homes where the foster parents abuse them and put them to slave labor work for other families and 
businesses... Many of these foster homes are connected to the ranking CPS members. My solution is the same as 
with the sex slave trade and the punishment for the traders and profiteers will be severe.

Special note on Arizona's child trafficking. Arizona Governor Brewer (as much as I like the lady) has 
taken Arizona from a $8 Billion dollar deficit to a $550 Million dollar surplus. Sounds great doesn't it? Here's the 
truth- Arizona has made much of these funds and balanced the budget to surplus level by continuously 
demanding more federal funds to hire more CPS enforcement employees and to locate and grab more children 
from more so-called bad families.

In my opinion and as a matter of common sense, something is seriously wrong here. Cash for Kids? 
Really? This is business as usual with pay-to-play law makers who pass laws and are paid by outside sources in 
various ways. These new CPS laws and thousands of other new laws did not happen by accident or through a 
need for more control of a “suddenly dangerous and crazy American population”.

I will stand with the underdog always. I will never leave the side of someone in need. I will never betray 
my State or Country. I will defend our Bill of Rights and the Great State of Arizona to any extent.

I believe it is critical that licensed Private Investigators and the like, are granted the ability -under 
Arizona protection- to cross state and international boundaries to do the work that federal agencies are often kept 
from doing. We will totally disrupt if not end the global sex slave trade as we work this program with a group of 
professionals trained to work and think 'on the fly'. 

In fact, this is outlined in Arizona's Constitution at Article 5, Sections 3, 4, 5 and Article 2, Section 20 
and, of course, within the Arizona Revised Statutes at a multitude of places.

Billions in new Industry , a connection to international business and balancing the state budget

The need to have a balanced budget for Arizona is critical, and for anyone to claim to have a magical 
cure to balance it without industry, business expansion and jobs is fooling not only themselves but the voting 
public as well. What use is there in a budget or budget cuts when we have little to no funds to cover costs? 

Of course we all know that various items which are on the Budget docket to be spent are not the best 
programs to choose from, but we also have excellent programs and services that Arizona requires as top 
priorities unless we want to go back to horse and buggy days. This is clearly stated within our Constitution.

Again- Unless Arizona has the capital to cover ANY budget and unless fellow gubernatorial candidates 
have ANY ideas or better yet, *have an actual backing of industry, to provide career oriented jobs, exponential 
business creating and growth programs (whether run by private sector or pursuant the Arizona Constitution 
Article 13§5. Right of municipal corporation to engage in business or enterprise), there is no reason do discuss a 
budget. Cash flow comes before a budget, because as we all know, the budget is about the funds on hand as well 
as projected state cash flow. 

If you, the reader begins to hear other candidates claiming to “cut this” or “cut that” and they have 
nothing to back their claims or purported knowledge, beyond glossy ideas, they are lying to you and we may as 
well heat up the tar and grab a few bags of feathers. When they begin their speech, question them on when, how 
and where the funds will come from. Clearly, what we have done for the past 102 years is not working.

The major game changer that Governor Mealer has brought to the table to place Arizona's 
economic domination above all American states and possibly the world are a minimum of two very large 
industries and the OEISP plan for existing and new businesses. This is outside of the major theme parks who've 
been knocking on Arizona's door since Legend City was closed. *A true Arizonan will know about the original  
Legend City theme park.

One is the Motor sports industry that brings in Billions per year for the “To be named” 36 Hours of 
Phoenix Grand Prix/Endurance race that will bring the world's automakers to the metro Phoenix area. Our first 
endurance class competition will pit the world's automakers against each other and as noted elsewhere in this 
document, we have 100% acceptance of these world's automakers. Our actual first race is slated as non-



petroleum fueled powered vehicles. IE. Clean burning ethanol and even LP if the racers so decide.

This of course is an immediate economic boost scheduled for February 14th, 2014 provided a Governor 
John Lewis Mealer makes it to office.

Included with this Motor sports theme is a project that will create a new “off-grid” Arizona city based 
around the world's largest motor sports facility. Everything from restaurants, schools, utilities, hotels, parks, 
mechanic shops and every thing that creates a new city will need to be brought in from across Arizona. 

The huge topper of an internationally connected industry is global heavy airlift. Arizona is slated to be 
one of six global bases provided a Governor Mealer takes office. Every other candidate and past politician has 
refused such offers.

Topping both of these globally tied businesses is the fact (something that is being worked on at this very 
moment) is the complete move and manufacturing of the Boeing C-17 to Arizona. Here's the deal on this issue; 
Boeing is halting production, yet the US Air Force owns the aircraft and the right to manufacture them. 

Private Citizen Mealer is already in serious talks with the USAF and Boeing to move the multi-billion 
dollar valued construction into our Great State at the cost of the USAF and we save the federal Government 
billions of dollars in the process. Arizona will thrive with this tremendous industry alone. If a civilian can do this 
much for our great state, imagine the growth of our great state when Governor Mealer takes office.

Combine these two aerospace projects and we have yet another Arizona city that will spring up with all 
the necessary bells and whistles.

No other candidate can or will touch these factual projects. They refuse to make the deals and are in all 
reality coming to the table empty handed. In fact, the industries who Mealer has been working with for the past 
15-20 years are so disgusted with politics and pay-to-play that they will deal with only a Governor Mealer. 
Believe me, I have tried to hand this off to the past decade and a half of Arizona Governors and Secretaries of 
State. As far as I can figure, they refuse Arizona growth without personal cash contributions from these 
industries. 

A special note regarding the Green Cities that will become part of Arizona's future. These cities will not 
detract from existing power plant business, but we will offer them a choice on their customer's future billing and 
the unforgivable acts of cutting off power or utilities during the extreme heat of the summer and worst yet, the 
freezing temperatures in winter months when most of us are cash strapped.

In fact, when it comes down to cutting off someone's utilities in months where the lack of heat or cool air 
might cause harm to that Arizona family's health, Arizona must protect our own and we can offer large tax 
incentives for groups or individuals who will cover those emergency bills.

This all comes to the point that I, John Lewis Mealer, will be prepared to go on day one with more 
industry than Arizona has ever dreamed of.

For the record, I am growing tired of speaking in third person half the time I type out the Mealer 
Initiative 2014.

Are you feeling the burden and dread of another day at the bottom of the pit 'lifting' from your shoulders yet?



Closing. Contacts. Confidence.
This document covers the majority of the Mealer Initiative 2014. Every step of it, excluding the 

Immigration issue can be implemented by Governor Mealer alone. I expect plenty of feedback on this UNTSA 
plan, and I hope to be very interactive with all of Arizona on this serious issue.

My aspect of earning a dollar rather than spending what we cannot afford to spend will resonate with all 
Arizonans, but I want you -the reader- to be aware that unlike a politician, I have not skirted my opinion and idea 
on the issue. My plan is “All-Win.”  There are no other options for an all-win situation related to immigration 
control on a state level. Actual US citizenship is a federal issue. Let them hear what you have to say in 2016.

Minimum wage for the Arizona Governor? Absolutely! Unless I prove my worth, Arizona should NOT 
pay me. The same should go for all legitimate State, city, county elected officials, but I doubt if they would 
accept the challenge, besides, I will be in the driver seat. I can see this panning out to the 2% unemployment rate 
and Arizona's over-all rating being in the TOP TEN within six months. Yes, I am that Confident.

Other social issues will come out during this campaign, but I want to leave you with a means to contact 
me with questions or concerns. I promise I will answer openly and candidly without political pandering or 
grandstanding. Keep in mind, my views follow the law even if my opinions differ.
http://jlmealer.com and via Americans Elect of Arizona at http://americanselectofarizona.org 

The following could be used against both you and me, but over-all, it's not all that bad. 

In 1984 at the age of seventeen, I had my first experience of drinking hard liquor and wound up finding 
myself racing the streets of Mesa with the Mesa police department chased me all around the city, through red 
lights at 3AM and as I sobered up I parked the stolen motorcycle near a “friends” house and headed home on 
foot. I later approached the detective and without hesitation, I made a bargain for him to wait a few months until 
I turned eighteen before he arrested me because I did not want to embarrass my parents, nor involve them in my 
problems. I was given a misdemeanor charge if illegal use of a motor vehicle. 

I find myself far too busy these days to bother with drinking and/or with any type of  illicit drugs use.

In the 90's I filed documents with the county recorder to express my dislike for criminal activity of 
public servants. That just goes to show how much I have disliked bullies and corruption and to what lengths I 
would go to express my opinions backed by law.

In 2000, I moved an abandoned, burned out motor home with MVD and local Sheriff permission from 
an area near an acre of land I owned in Apache County. Somehow, the Apache County Attorney decided to create 
a crime spree against me but due to the FACT that I was innocent of his charges, they were dismissed in court. 
To date, Apache County Courts do not expunge charges and this will simply need to “fall off the records”.

Contact me with questions, concerns, suggestions. My number is listed in Lakeside, Arizona.

John Lewis Mealer, candidate for Arizona Governor in 2014

http://americanselectofarizona.org/
http://jlmealer.com/

